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Axis launches improved free management tool for
network video products
Axis Communications, the world leader in network video, has launched an improved
version of AXIS Camera Management, a powerful tool for installation and management of
Axis network video products. The tool supports central management of Axis cameras in a
single or multi-site system, enabling both easy distribution of applications to multiple
cameras and efficient management of network video cameras for security installers and
system administrators.

AXIS Camera Management is designed for efficient management of network video installations
that use Axis network video products. The tool can be scaled to handle thousands of Axis
network cameras and video encoders and by implementing the tool at multiple sites, all cameras
can be managed from one central location. Based on standard network protocols and methods and
with an intuitive user interface, AXIS Camera Management allows installers and administrators
to easily configure, maintain and upgrade single or multiple video units.

“Efficient management of cameras is key to any large security installation and is an important
part of our total camera offering. Being able to offer a powerful tool that provides one central
point of management further strengthens our offering to system administrators,” says Peter
Friberg, Axis’ Director of System and Services.  

AXIS Camera Management can automatically find cameras and other Axis video devices on the
network and set IP addresses, configure multiple devices and show their connection status. To
simplify device maintenance, the tool automatically provides information about the latest
firmware available and downloads and distributes upgrades to the relevant devices. Users can
perform sequential or parallel firmware upgrades for multiple network video products.

In this new version, AXIS Camera Management also supports AXIS Camera Application
Platform, an open application platform where third-party developed applications can be easily
installed and registered to selected Axis network cameras and video encoders.

AXIS Camera Management 3.10, replaces AXIS Camera Management 2.00. The tool is
compatible with all Axis video products with firmware versions of 4.40 or higher.

AXIS Camera Management 3.10 will from October 15 be available for free download at AXIS
Camera Management product page.
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AXIS Camera Management supports central management of Axis cameras in a single or
multi-site system, enabling both easy distribution of applications to multiple cameras and
efficient management of network video cameras for security installers and system administrators.

For further information about Axis Communications, please contact:
Lena Hedén, PR Marketing Manager, Axis Communications 
Phone: + 46 46 272 1800, E-mail: pressoffice@axis.com

About Axis Communications
As the market leader in network video, Axis is leading the way to a smarter, safer, more secure world — driving the
shift from analog to digital video surveillance. Offering network video solutions for professional installations, Axis’
products and solutions are based on an innovative, open technology platform.
Axis has more than 1,000 dedicated employees in 40 locations around the world and cooperates with partners
covering 179 countries. Founded in 1984, Axis is a Sweden-based IT company listed on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm
under the ticker AXIS. For more information about Axis, please visit our website www.axis.com
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